Ultimate Freedom Experience
Deliverables – What You Receive
There Are 3 Experiences You Can Choose From:
1. Jade
2. Ruby
3. Amethyst

Jade Experience
§
§
§
§
§
§

A 30+ hour Experience delivered over 7 weeks
“Closed Eye Process” integration audios
Subliminal audio soundtracks
MP3 audio files from ALL the HD videos
Color PDFs of the live event presentation slides
Plus a bunch of other way cool surprises :)

The Ruby Experience
Includes everything in Jade, plus:
§
§

§

4 months of personal access to me for coaching, support, inspiration, and
to get all your questions answered
4 months access to the complete historical support archive of all the
questions and answers, coaching and support from the other participants,
ongoing through your 4 months, and going back multiple years (a 2nd
Experience on its own and a precious resource)
The Forever Free From Negativity 20+ video companion Experience (a
$195 value), which adds additional support for making stress, fear,
anxiety, depression, sadness, anger, frustration and other emotional
negativity permanently disappear from your life

Amethyst Experience
§
§
§
§

Everything in the Jade and Ruby Experiences, plus:
5-Days of audio recordings (30 hours) from a different 5-day LIVE Ultimate
Freedom Experience at my home, so you can have a different Experience, and
hear all the LIVE questions, answers and interactions
8 months of additional support, coaching and inspiration from me
So, for one full year, you'll be able to receive support and coaching from me
personally

§
§
§
§

Plus look over my shoulder as I offer support and coaching, and answer
questions from other Ultimate Freedom Experience participants
LIVE conference calls
Access to a secret Facebook page where you can interact with other
participants (no support offered by me there)
On a timed-release basis, generally once a week, for an entire year, you’ll
receive a steady flow of additional multimedia Truth Virus Injections to
support the Awakening of, and play in, Ultimate Freedom in your life story

Expressions Of Appreciation
Jade: $597 USD
Or 3 monthly expressions of $233 USD
Or 12 monthly expressions of $75 USD
Ruby: $997 USD
Or 3 monthly expressions of $366 USD
Or 12 monthly expressions of $108 USD
Amethyst: $1997 USD
Or 4 monthly expressions of $550 USD
Or 12 monthly expressions of $208 USD

To Begin Your Journey:
https://robertscheinfeld.com/begin-your-journey/

